MUSIC PUBLISHING AGREEMENT
Artist:______________________
Label name: theSoundSystem I-label
This is a private parties agreement between ______________ (the
Artis, hereafter) and the music production label theSoundSystem ILabel (the Label, hereafter) here represented in the person of
Diego Lanzi.
This agreement begins on___________ and it will end when parties
will decide.
The Artist and the Label AGREE as follow:
i) the Label agrees to produce one master recording, consisting of tracks
or songs written and performed by the Artist, to release it in digital
format via the web, and to provide the physical distribution of artworks
containing Artist’s works in EU [the Artist may receive, if so decided by
the Label, a promo-pack with from 5 to 50 copies of his/her release and
some promos for dissemination in his/her local community (precise
quantities will be determined case by case_this point does not hold for
singles); any additional packages will be delivered at fair price upon
request];

ii) the Label agrees to promote Artist’s productions during gigs, events
or promotional campaigns or trough web-based resources as best as
possible;
iii) the Label shall be responsible of all production and dissemination
costs. It will recover such receipted expenses from gross revenue of
artworks sales through a network of indie retailers;
iv) the Label and the Artist cooperatively decide to sell Artist’s works in
more than 100 e-shops and streaming services (i-Tunes, Beatport
Spotify and the like_the complete list of music outlets can be requested
by mail to info@thesoundsystem.eu). The Label has the exclusive right of
selling and distributing the tracks, but the Artist remain the unique
owner of his works. Net earnings, documented by means of reported
sales, from these selling will be divided between the two parties as
follows: 50% to the Label and 50% to the Artist (different shares must
be negotiated case-by-case). Sales report will be available any twelve (12)
months and payments will be executed by using a PayPal account or a
bank transfer any six (6) months only if Artist's earned royalties are
bigger than fifty (50) Euros. If this is not the case, Artist's royalties will
continue of being cumulated in time till that bound is reached;
v) the Artist grants that his tracks are original and previously unreleased
and he/she accept to publish with the Label his/her works under standard
proprietary licences; the Artist cannot publish, or distribute, by his/her
own the object of the present agreement and any violation of this norm
will be legally persecuted;
vi) the Artist will fully cooperate with the Label, in good faith, for the
production of the best possible recordings, by providing the music and
lyrics embodies in tracks, or songs, in the decided format and at
professional quality standards (.wav files 16bit or mp3 files at 320Kb/s);
vii) the Artist gives to the Label the exclusive right of printing and selling
worldwide his/her works in disc format (cd or vinyl) by means of its
website (www.thesoundsystem.eu). Sales of physical copies will be
reported any twelve (12) months, and the Artist will receive the 20% of
the selling price of his/her disc. Money transfer terms and conditions as
at point (iv).
viii) the Label and the Artist accept that no observation of duties or
obligations of this Agreement immediately nullify it;

ix) the parties declare to be aware that the present agreement is only
referred to the following tracks or songs (please put here songs or
tracks you publish with our label or the product name):

x) the Artist and the Label are not reciprocally responsible for what they
produce, or disseminate, outside of this agreement;

xi) the duration of this agreement is set to six (6) years, but a
cooperatively decided end date can be negotiated between the
Label and the Artist.
The Artist: _________________________

Diego Lanzi:
for theSoundSystem I-label CEO

Artist Information
Name: _________________________________________________________
Surname: ______________________________________________________
Art Name/Group Name: _________________________________________
Address//City//State//Country: _____________________________________________
Mobile: __________________________________________________________
Web Site: _______________________________________________________
e-mail address: _________________________________________________
Facebook Page or Profile: ________________________________________
Paypal mail: __________________________________________
Please send also a logo, or a image, for our website!
For querries or doubts send an email to legal@thesoundsystem.eu and we shall reply you within three (3) days.

TheSoundSystem I-label EUROPE// thesoundsystem.eu
Direct Line +39335435628

